health & fitness

Training Your Brain
By Evelyn Spence
If you listen to the radio, watch television or use a computer, you’ve probably heard
of Lumosity, a company that offers a brain-training program to boost your memory,
sharpen your attention and work on developing your cognitive performance through
a regimen of interactive computer games. Sound tempting? If you think so, you’re far
from alone. The popularity of brain games has soared in recent years, fueled by
wide-ranging research that suggests the
mysterious matter between our ears can
change—and even grow in complexity—
throughout adulthood. Some 50 million
people in 180 countries have signed up for
Lumosity’s programs since its website went
live in 2007. These users have invested
more than 2 billion minutes working on
activities such as recalling the placement
of tiles on a grid after they disappear,
matching a color to its name when the
name is shown on-screen in another color
(the word red printed in blue, for example)
and solving arithmetic problems displayed
in falling raindrops that quickly cascade
down the screen.
Lumosity claims to “act as a personal
trainer for your brain,” and many users are
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convinced that their brains are getting
fitter. Take David Božjak, a 24-year-old
software developer in Lund, Sweden, who
tried Lumosity for the first time in March
2012 and trains an average of 6.3 days per
week for about 15 minutes at a time. (The
company recommends a training program
of five games per day, for a total of 15 minutes daily.) Božjak says his Brain Performance Index, or BPI—the measurement
the company uses to track progress—has
risen from the 65th percentile to the 99th
percentile. Božjak says there were several
instances when he felt the benefits of his
training in other settings, such as when he
successfully memorized complex formulas
while studying for final exams at his university. “I consciously thought: ‘Wow! This

must be Lumosity talking. Stuff like this
was way harder to learn in the past.’”
Barbara Johnson, a 67-year-old health
assistant at a grade school located outside
of Phoenix, Arizona, uses Fit Brains,
another popular brain-fitness platform,
four to five times per week, for a half-hour
to an hour per session. (The Vancouver,
B.C.–based producers of Fit Brains, which
is now owned by the Rosetta Stone company, recommend 20–30 minutes of braintraining daily.) Johnson says she spends
extra time training because she gets
involved in the games. She has found that
her focus, ability to remember names and
attention span have all improved. “The
games are designed to get harder and
harder and make you want to keep trying,
so they’re always challenging,” she says.
That’s exactly what the creators of Fit
Brains, Lumosity and other programs are
aiming for. They’re all working to harness
the potential of a phenomenon called
neuroplasticity: the brain’s natural ability
to rebuild and remodel itself. Neuroplasticity promotes the opportunity for brain
resilience—the buffering effect of healthy,
interconnected cells that may delay the
onset of cognitive decline with age. As
Paul Nussbaum, a clinical neuropsychologist at the University of Pittsburgh and
co-founder of Fit Brains, explains, “You
want your brain to look like a jungle,
dense with cell connections, rather than a
series of palm trees.” If some of those
connections deteriorate, the brain is
designed to reroute signals, he says. To
create more connections and a thicker
forest, you need to keep stimulating your
gray matter.
That’s where brain-fitness software
comes in.
In recent years, many scientific papers
have explored what, exactly, contributes to
brain health—and whether computers can
help. One, published in September 2013 in
the journal Nature, showed that a video
game called NeuroRacer, a sort of virtual
driving course with visual distractions,
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helped adults ages 60 to 85 become better
multitaskers. The enhanced ability to
multitask lasted six months and helped
80-year-olds outperform 20-year-olds who
didn’t train with the program.
“I have a lot of enthusiasm for video
games functioning beyond entertainment,”
says Adam Gazzaley, the senior author of
the NeuroRacer study, and a professor at
the University of California, San Francisco.
“This is the beginning stage of an entirely
new field.”
Another report, published in January in
the Journal of the American Geriatrics Society about the long-term, 2,832-patient
Advanced Cognitive Training for Independent and Vital Elderly (ACTIVE) study,
indicated that older adults who had trained
in reasoning or speed-of-processing skills
retained measurable benefits 10 years later.
One of the brain-training exercises used in
the ACTIVE study is already available
commercially as part of the BrainHQ
platform developed by the San Francisco–
based company Posit Science.
One of the biggest hurdles that remain
for game-based training, according to
Gazzaley, is that determining everyday-life
improvement from the training is subjective; results are difficult to quantify outside of a laboratory setting. “Proving
benefits in the real world is very challenging, because the real world doesn’t have
many quantitative measures of performance,” he says.
And the statistics that commercial
brain-training platforms compile aren’t
necessarily proof of success. “Lumosity
tells me that my BPI, overall Brain Performance Index, is higher than 99 percent
of people in my age group,” says David
Božjak. “On the other hand, I can’t be
sure the effect is spilling over. My braintraining results say I’m good at math and
short-term memory, but it’s fair to say I
was always good at those things.”
For Barbara Johnson, it’s actually the
sense of escape she gets while practicing,
and the relaxation it brings, that she finds
most valuable.
In short, the broader benefits of brain
training have yet to be proved. “Can these
games transfer to real-world activities?” asks
march 2014
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Gazzaley. “Transferring training results to
real-world activities is the Holy Grail.”
While this issue is still being addressed,
companies are making the most of the
brain-fitness buzz with commercial training platforms such as HAPPYneuron,
BrainBuilder, BrainHQ, CogniFit, Cogmed
and Nintendo’s Brain Age (one of the earlier training programs).
According to Alvaro Fernandez, CEO
of the San Francisco–based research firm
SharpBrains, the global market for brainhealth software and brain-health biometrics (the measurement and analysis of
brain-fitness programs’ data) was $210
million in 2005 and will reach $6 billion
by 2020. Fernandez says that the biggest
brain-fitness consumers include baby
boomers, younger professionals looking
for higher performance, and parents of
children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
If you want a taste of the cognitive-
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fitness pie, you have a variety of options
available to you—including some that are
quite different from digital exercises you
perform alone on a computer. For instance,
Marbles: The Brain Store has a chain of
retail locations that sell games, multidimensional puzzles and books—evaluated
by neuroscientists, occupational therapists
and psychologists—that challenge users in
areas such as word skills, memory and
critical thinking. Founder Lindsay Gaskins
opened her first store in Chicago in 2008
and now employs almost 200 people in 27
stores. “It was thrilling, exciting stuff,” she
says. “And we’re just beginning to understand the supercomputer in our body. The
possibilities are huge.”
Gaskins believes that physical games,
such as intellectually challenging party
games, allow families and friends to play
together more than digital games; she
notes that studies have found socializing to
be important for maintaining a healthy
brain. Gaskins also believes that physical
games and puzzles foster skills such as
coordination—practiced through manipulating objects—that may not be addressed
by apps and computer games. Plus, she
says, “It’s only when something is fun and
march 2014
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intriguing that people will actually do it.”
Taking another approach, an increasing
number of “brain gyms”—physical locations
that provide training programs, supervision,
and even nutritional coaching and meditation classes—are also opening. Some, such
as the Brain Fit Club at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, tailor their
services to patients with Alzheimer’s, concussions or ADHD. Other brain-fitness
centers are open to almost anyone, and use
games from Lumosity, HAPPYneuron,
CogniFit and other platforms to create a
custom regimen for each customer. Nifty
after Fifty, a chain of fitness centers for
seniors in cities including Los Angeles and
Houston, offers BrainAerobics classes. And,
according to Fernandez, more than 600
retirement facilities now offer computerized
brain-fitness programs. Some insurance
companies are providing brain-fitness software to their members at no charge, and
some AAA clubs offer DriveSharp, a set of
exercises developed by Posit Science to
improve reaction times.
There’s little doubt in the scientific

community that regularly stimulating the
brain can improve cognitive function.
What is still being debated is what types
of brain exercise—or what lifestyles or
activities—are the most beneficial.
“There’s a wonderful capacity of our
brains to change with training,” says
Nancy Isenberg, a cognitive neurologist at
Virginia Mason Medical Center in Seattle.
“To be frank, though, there isn’t a lot of
empirical data to support the use of these
video games. You won’t stay out of a nursing home if you can do a puzzle quickly.
But, if you can remember to take the boiling pot off the stove top, it may help you
remain independent.”
In other words, brain games help you
learn how to use a specific tool, but the
results may not transfer beyond that tool’s
application.
Sandra Bond Chapman, director of the
Center for BrainHealth at the University of
Texas at Dallas, goes one step further: She
believes that downtime—taking a 30-minute nap on an airplane, say—is actually
better for your brain than doing solo softAlaska Airlines Magazine
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ware drills. “These days, information
doesn’t ever let up, and there’s no time to
think deeper,” she says. “If you can reset
your brain for a half-hour, you’ll consolidate all that data. You can solve big-picture
problems, whether it’s your relationship or
how to approach a business meeting.”
Every moment spent pecking at a computerized task is a moment that you’re not
using to learn, have a philosophical discussion with a friend, go for a brisk walk, or
try a new and nutritious recipe, she says.
And that may be the key thing to

remember: Today’s brain-fitness products
are not magic pills. They are a form of
mental stimulation, and such stimulation
is one part of a holistic approach that is
supported by peer-reviewed research and
endorsed by many experts, including Isenberg and Paul Nussbaum.
Physical exercise is another important
activity for maintaining a healthy brain.
The connection between exercise and
general brain health has been clearly established. In one 2011 study, researchers
followed 60-year-old to 80-year-old sub-
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jects for a year; some subjects walked 40
minutes three times a week, and some
subjects simply stretched and toned. Tests
showed that the hippocampus (a tiny part
of the brain that encodes new memories)
in the walkers actually grew by 1 to 2
percent—“and it usually shrinks as we
age,” says Isenberg.
You need to stay on top of your sleep,
too, she says. “A recent study in [the journal] Science found that sleep actually clears
out toxins from your brain. Otherwise, you
may develop a buildup of beta-amyloid
plaque, a precursor to Alzheimer’s.”
When it comes to beneficial meals, she
says, a plant-based diet, plus omega-3-rich
fish rather than all meat, is the perfect
brain food.
Maintaining good social support is also
crucial, says Nussbaum: “If you become
isolated, your brain won’t build that jungle
of connections.”
And many neuroscientists emphasize
that stress is harmful and can even contribute to the death of neurons. The antidote? Studies indicate that a mindfulness
practice—such as tai chi, yoga or sitting
meditation—may increase the number of
circuits in the prefrontal cortex of the
brain, “our newest, most ‘human’ part,”
says Isenberg.
The final ingredient for a resilient brain
is, of course, continuing some form of
cognitive stimulation, whether you decide
to learn Italian, travel to Mexico, try
sudoku for the first time or sign up for a
brain-training program.
The key, says Fernandez, is “novelty,
variety and challenge.” Once any activity
gets too easy or rote, when we’re merely
reinforcing what we already know or are
good at, our minds may not function optimally—they may stagnate, or even decline.
“Being comfortable is the goal of a lot of
people in life, but brains don’t do well with
comfort,” says Gazzaley. “Their plasticity is
only beneficial if you push them, so get out
of your comfort zone in whatever way you
can.”
Evelyn Spence writes from Seattle. She hopes
her brain grew a little bit from working on
this article.
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